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summary.

The integration is aboomplished by the use of the mean cam-

ber of the section at particularly selected points. Simple

graphical constructions of the zero directions are derived from

the results. “
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1 have shown in the treatises referred to how the angle of,

attack of zero lift and the angle of attack of zero moment around

the middle of the wing section, that is for the poeition:o$-the

center of pressure 5@j can be found by integrating the mean

curve of the section multiplied by a certain function. If the

radius of curvatureat the leading.edge is small,.the mean curve

extends practically UP to the leading edge. This case may be

considered first. Let the x+xis of a system of coordinates

Coincide[with the chord of the section, as ordinarily taken.



.
T’”~trai~~ng edge may have ~h.eabscissa x = + 1 and maY cojn-

d.de with the x-axis. The leading edge may have tke abscissa

x =. 1 (Fig; 1). ~ may denote the oxdinate of the mean curve

at any point. This mean curve comprises all points having equal

distance from the upper and lower curve of the =ection, but it

is exact enough to replace it by the curve having ordinates *
e

~~hichare t-hemean of t-heorainates of the upper and lower curve

at the same abscissa x. t =* (Eu+-$)t Then the angle of

attack of zero lift is given by the integral

(1)

This integral gives a finite value only if ~ = O at the Point

x= 1 that is, at the trailing edge: Henoe, if the trailing

ed~e is EO tk:.ckthat the rear end Of the mean cu~;ve has an

ordinate ~ of noticeable length, it is necessazy to move the

x-axis so as to make ~ = O at this point (Fig. 2). It is,

however, sufficient to move the chord parallel to itself, that

is, to diminish all ordinates ~ by the same ammnt.

The pzoblem arises now to evaluate the integral (1) in the,

most convenient way and with the greatest accuracy of the result

obtainable wit,htke same amount of work. ThiS requires the

application of Gauss‘ method of numerical integration in a mod-

ified fozm.

Since ~ which is now regarded as a function of x, becmes

necessary zero at the point x = 1, it can be written
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t= (1- x)F(x} where F(x) is finite over the whole chord

and is defined by .

(2) fp(x) =——
1 -x

The integral (3) can now.be written

where

(4) x= sin 6

The problem is now much simplified, being reduced to the evalua-

tion of a simple integral of a function, not of a product of tw~

functions, within the range from 5= -:*Q 6=+;.

This function F(5 ) it is true, is probably and in most cases

smaller near the leading edge than at the other parts of the

intervals. But I will not take this into account. Then Gauss’

method can now be applied directly.

This method consists in selecting the values of the func-

tion to be integrated at certain points ~, multiplying them by

certain factors A and adding the Froducts obtained, The points

are sc chosen that they give a result more exact in general than

the result obtained from the szme number of points otherwise

located. If, for instance, only cne point and the value of the

function at this

best position of
.

point goshall be used fcr the

this point is in the middle of

integration, the

the intezval,
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in our case 5=0 i.e. x=Oa This is indeed the ofilypoint -

~hich gives the result

constant and hence can

any linear function of

absolutely correct not only if F(x) is

be mitten F (x) = to, but also if it is

6, l?(x)= 50+V, containing the

given point. The result is found by substituting for F(x) ~nY

g

_+f2a. = ~od6=-go
Tr-—
2

This refers to the length of the chord 2. For

chord o, * inthe results appear ao=-c ,

suits theretore tkat for the first provisional

at the point con-
.

any length of the

radians. It re-

@germination of

the direction of zero lift, using only one Foifitof the mean

curve of the section, the middle of the section, 5@ of the chord,

is tinemost characteristic~oint., The zero lift direction is,

aS first approximation, Paral.>elto the line connecting ‘he

trailing edge and the mean curve at 50% of the chord (Fig. 3).

The wing sections used in practice are always -smoothand

regular, but still the use of one point only is often mot exact

enough. It is desirable to use at least two or three points,

Even five poin’;smar sometimes be desired. For moze than one
.

point, Gauss

~e taken.

computed a table, from which the following values

,.
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G=LSSI Rae=.._._.

+1

J
-1

1n =

2n =

n = 3-

.

n= 5

Table 1.

‘%3=0

When corresponding values are

+A2 = 4/9

“*A1 = +A= = .118 463 4425

LA = LA
22 24 = .239 314 3352

*A3 = .284 444 4444

calculated for an equation of
the type of (2), introducing propez limits for a wing of cho~~

c, one obtains the following table.
Tineformulas used for its

computation, in agreement with equations (2) and (3) are

‘n = 50(1 - sin [=n$] )

fn=y ~



,

1n=

Table 2 - Am$l.eof Zero Lift in Degrees.

+ F
.

xl = 89.185% ; X2 = 10.815%
n= 2

fl =254.9 ; fa = 32.12

n = 2 less exact: .

x,”= gff ; X2 = l@o

fl =286 ;f2= 3i.9

.-

X1 = 96.9C@ ; X2 = 5@ ; X3 = 3a@
n= 3

fl = 513.08 ; fa = 50.93 ; f3 = 16.425

●

xl= 99.458% ; fl = 1252.24

‘ ~ = 87.425% ; fz = 109.@48

5n= % =’ 50%;&= 32.5959

X4 = 12.574*-; f4 = 15.6838 .

%=’ 54~o ; f= = 5.97817

lo@ = Trailing Edge.

The computation with two points

ally in a very convenient way, whid

-.

can be performed graphic-
the

gives an improvement of/pro-
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visional constructionof the zers lift direction as meiltioned

before (Fig. 4). Connect the ~oinis of the mean section curve,

parts is then the direction of ze?o lift. ‘

I proceed now to the computation of the angle of zero mo- --

-merit,moments being taken around the origin, i.e. for the Fos~- ‘ ,

tion of the center of pressure 5@. ‘The integral for the oompu-

taticm of this ~ngl,eis

This integral converges for any finite ~, so it is not neces-

sary for its evaluation that the trailing edge coincide with the

x-axis. The conventional chord can always be used withcut any
-

correction for the thickness of the trailtng edge.

A dloser examination of integral (5) shows that the factor

of ~ is an odd function having oFFosite values for pairs of

points at equal.distan~ from the middle of the chor~ It iS

therefore at once obvious that a symmetrical curve “hasthe zero

direction patallel to the x-axis, giving a~=O. Only an un~ym-

metric cu~ve differently shaped at the front and at the rear part

gives a ftn~te angle, ,The degree of unsymmetry cannot be derivec~.

from one ordinate ~ only, a p@k is at least required. ‘One pa’..t

on the other hand is sufficient for most practical purposes.

Write t = g,+ x F(x) where go

is the value of 5 at x = 0. Then
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u’ =
o

-: ““ ‘Y=+=* ‘1 ‘(X)’ ‘arc ‘in ‘-X=2

=: f’ [F(x) - F(Kx)] d [arc sin x - x .G?
o

JThe inte~va~.of (arc s:.nx - x I - X2) extends between

O arid#n . Hence the best ordinate to be chosen-for the computi-—

tion has the abscissa J(arc sinx - x 1 - X2) =*H

Write x = sin 6 : Then the condition is

26 -sin26=~;(’- 2,) + Cos (: 26)=0

This equation has the solution’ 6= 66° 10.4’

X = sin 6 = .914’76= 4.26~0 and 95.74?’.

The factor for these ordinates is easily found from the c~nsid-

eration that the straight line gives the exact direction, coin-

ciding with its direction, The distance between the points is

c C95.74’~-’ -4.%&’@;.- the difference between the ordinates

is ~.z- E2 hence the angle between the x-axis and the straigh”~;

line connecting the two points in degrees is

180 El -Es = -E,-E2,—- -- 62.634
‘t-ic(.9574 - .0426) c

.

FIence.the factor is

180
F = = 62.634

.91476 * ~ .
,
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.

rif .
Lu+ angle of attack of zero moment is, therefore

62.634
(81--5;):

>“ where ~, and !!2 are .
c

the ordinates at the abscissae

xl = 95.74%

X2 = 4.26%

This formula leads to a very simple gr~phi~~~ ~nstruction Of the ‘

direction of zero noment, (Fig. 5). The straight line connect- ._

. ing the points of the mean curve at 4 1/4% ~~d at 95 3/4~ gives
.

this direction,
●

I wish finalxy to call attention to a small improvement of

the result if the leading edge of the section has a very ~eat

radius of curvature (Fig. 6). In this ease the mean cw~ve has

to be elongated past the center of ourvature of the leading

edge by half the radius of curvature. O ~ of the chord is to be

taken at this point rather t~n at the front point of the sec-

tion. This small change excepted, all methods of computation .0

remain unaltered.

.
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